
ELEX 4340 : Data Communication
2014 Fall Session

Solutions toMid-Term Exam

Question 1

(a) Optical Fibers are only 125 μm thick – the
thinnest of the media we studied – andmany will
fit into a cable that will fit a small conduit. Be-
cause they use signals at optical frequencies they
are not affected by lower-frequency electromag-
netic fields.

(b) Wireless Communications (through free-space
channels) allows communication with portable
ormobile devices such as battery-powered robots
moving products around a warehouse

(c) Co-AxialCables can carryRadio Frequency (RF)
signals with frequencies of 900MHz such as from
a cellular radio transmitter at the bottom of a cell
tower to an antenna at the top. Twisted pair cable
would have too high a loss at this frequency and
optical fiber signals cannot carry RF power.

Question 2

If we treat “open wire” transmission line as an exam-
ple of twisted pair:
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with an air dielectric the equation for the character-
istic impedance is:
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For free space εr ≈ .. e spacing between wire
centers is S =  mm. For D =  gauge, the wire
diameter is increased from that of 24-gauge (D =
. mm) by 18 (3 steps of 6) resulting in a diame-
ter of . ×  =  mm. For D =  gauge, the
wire diameters is increased from that of 24-gauge by

16 (2.66 steps of 6) resulting in a diameter of about
. × . = . mm. You could also have used the
equation derived in Assignment 2. e characteristic
impedances are approximately 460 Ω and 430 Ω for
8- and 6-AWG conductors respectively.

Question 3

e RS-232 waveform required to transmit an 8-bit
value with even parity consists of one start bit, 8 data
bits, a parity bit that makes the number of ’1’s an even
number, and a stop bit. Each bit has a duration of


× =  μs and the voltage are±2V.
Data bits are sent in order from LS to MS bit. For

a value of 0xAA (binary 1010 1010) there are four ’1’
bits which is already an even number so the parity bit
should be ’0’. e initial (LS) data bit is a ’0’ which is
transmitted as a high voltage level (+2V). e subse-
quent bits alternate in value and voltage level except
the parity bit which is set to ’0’ (H). For a value of
0x55 (binary 0101 0101) the data bit are the comple-
ment of the above but the parity bit is the same since
the number of ’1’s is still an even number (4).

e diagram below shows the waveform for a value
of 0xAA in solid black line. e portions of the wave-
form that would be different for a value of 0x55 are
shown with a dashed green line.

ese voltage levels do not conform to the RS-232
standard which requires that the signal levels be less
than -3 V or greater than +3 V.
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Question 4

(a) e throughput is the average number of data bits
received by the data sink per unit time, not in-
cluding overhead such as bits used for framing or
error-detection or data that contains errors. is
overhead or unusable data is not delivered to the
data sink and is not counted in throughput.

In this example each packet takes the same
amount of time to be received. A packet is com-
posed of 100 data symbols plus either 6 or 8
checksum symbols. e symbol rate is 1000 sym-
bols per second. So each packet takes /
or / seconds to be received. Each packet
carries × =  data bits. e throughput is
thus ×

/ =  bps or ×
/ =  bps.

Some students interpreted the wording that the
checksum symbols were “added to each packet”
as that the checksum symbols were “included
in each packet”. In that case the throughputs
would be ×(−)

/ =  bps or ×(−)
/ =

 bps. ese answerswere alsomarked as cor-
rect.

(b) e “Latin Small Character Sharp S” has a Uni-
code code point of U+00DF which has a binary
encoding of    . is bit pattern
matches the second row of Table 3-6 of the Uni-
code standard (see Lecture 1, page 4) and so the
UTF-8 encoding will use two bytes.

(c) Co-axial cable does not require balanced signals
to provide shielding of the signal so it would be
more appropriate for RS-232 which uses unbal-
anced signalling. However, in practice the dis-
tances over which RS-232 is used are short and
twisted-pair is less expensive so this was also ac-
cepted as a valid answer if an explanation was
given.

RS-422 uses balanced signalling so for best noise
immunity it should be used with a balanced
transmission line such as twisted pair. is will
result in equal noise and interference voltages be-
ing induced on both conductors. A differential
receiver will be immune to this common-mode
noise. e currents and voltages on co-axial cable
will typically not be balanced and so a differential

receiver will “see” the common-mode noise.
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